






































School Name: Feilding Intermediate School Number: 2356

Strategic Aim: Students are positive, engaged, and purposeful in their learning.

Annual Aim: Student engagement is increased through targeted actions.
Learners at the centre
Engagement is prioritised as being integral to success, at Intermediate and beyond. Focus is on the school
and teacher’s role in engaging students through relationships, purposeful teaching and responsiveness.

Quality teaching and leadership
For staff to have increased confidence and competence with te reo Māori so that it is meaningfully
incorporated into everyday school life.

Target: Target Number One:
The goal for engagement is to have 50% of students in the very / mostly engaged groups and to have a
further 40% in the some engagement zones.

Target Number Two:
To increase the competence and confidence use of te reo Māori of teachers / staff across the school. The SLT
surveyed staff to get a clearer picture of where teachers and staff viewed their confidence in teaching and
communicating using te reo Māori. As a school we have an expectation that te reo Māori is taught in all
classrooms. The long term goal is for all staff to be making improvements in their confidence and competence
with te reo Māori - this includes leadership, teachers and support staff.
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Target Number Three:
To improve students achievement in reading. The focus is on teacher pedagogy and a shared commitment to
improve, being woven into the teacher growth cycle. Teachers are working with Vivianne Robinson’s theory of
action research - and this is guiding the Literacy Leader discussions.

Baseline Data: Baseline data on engagement was difficult to collect at the beginning of the year due to Covid. As a result,
we made the focus on engagement limited to the Mathematics Specialist Teacher programme (MST).
Children who were disengaged in mathematics were referred by their classroom teacher. The MST teacher
then went and did observations of the children in their class to confirm the teachers observations.

Of the staff surveyed 42% were able to use basic commands and everyday words. Roughy 34% are able to
speak basic sentences and are fluent with their pepeha. About 20% indicated that they are able to hold a
conversation. One of these staff indicated that they were fluent in te reo Māori. Roughly 40% of teachers felt
somewhat hesitant about teaching te reo Māori in class.

Reading baseline data - Achievement data was taken at the beginning of the year (see information re
progress). All teachers identified a specific reading goal as part of their growth cycle.
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Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

Engagement goal

We presented engagement data
from the previous year to the staff
and had conversations on what
engagement looked like.

As the year started off with
consistent covid absences
(students and staff) across the
school we were unable to collect
the baseline data in term one. We
decided instead to focus our
engagement on

Engagement became a key focus
of the MST (Maths specialist
teacher) programme. The MST
teacher went and observed
children in their classroom context
to see what their engagement was
like. She selected children who
demonstrated poor engagement in
mathematics and had been
nominated by their teacher as
children who struggle with
engagement.

The MST teacher planned a highly
motivating MST programme with a

Rather than assessing
engagement - which we found to
be very time consuming and
subjective, we assessed progress
of students in the MST programme

The MST teacher gave each child
a daily engagement scale score to
ascertain levels of engagement
throughout the programme

MST Results
Year 7
Beginning - 37.3
Expected - 49.6
End 47.5
Expected - 55
Progress 9.9
Expected progress 5.4
While the year 7 cohort did not
meet the expected level, their
collective progress surpasses the
expected progress

Year 8
Beginning - 47
Expected - 55
End 52
Expected 60.6
Progress 5

In tem one, Covid had a significant
impact on the attendance of our
students. The progress of the
year 8 students was not as good
as the progress of the year 7
students. Term one was also the
first time our MST teacher had
engaged with the learning and
programme planning. She was
unable to get started straight away
as they needed to attend the MST
course in week 5.

As we found engagement to be
very subjective, we will not have
this goal in the future. Our focus
will be on teacher pedagogy
related to student achievement.

Continue with the MST
programme. The MST teacher will
be able to start earlier in 2023 as
she has already had a year on the
programme.
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lot of hands on activity and student
feedback.

Expected progress 5.6
While the children made progress,
they did not make the expected
progress

Teachers and support staff
were encouraged to engage in
professional development in Te
Ao Māori

Four staff meetings aimed at
building teacher capability were
held throughout the year.

Each teacher identified a
personal goal as part of their
growth cycle. This was
reported on at the end of the
year.

Outcomes of the end of year
showed the of the 17 teachers
who answered,
11 people felt ok or confident
with teacher Te Reo Māori in
class.
Of the people who did not feel
confident, 3 of these worked in
the technology department.

9/13 teachers identified that
they taught at least 2x 30
minute Te Reo Māori sessions.

4 teachers stated that they
consistently used instructional
Te Reo Māori in their classes.

Teaching of Te Reo Māori was
seen as a priority in 2022.

We have found that when
engaging in professional
development, teacher confidence
initially drops, rather than
increases as teachers have a
greater awareness of the scope of
what they don’t know.

Opportunities to watch others
teach Te Reo was limited.

In 2023 we will continue to
promote teacher capability in the
use of Te Reo Māori in the
following ways:

- Support staff that sign up for
online courses during school time
with release.

- Continue with release for Māori
achievement co-ordinator to
support teachers with PD and
liaise with whanau.

-A school wide programme for the
teaching of Te Reo Māori based
on work that teachers have
engaged in through Te Ahu o te
Reo Māori

- Resources will be purchased for
each class to support the teaching
of Te Reo Māori
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Funding and resourcing needs for
this to continue include release for
teachers and release for Māori
achievement co-ordinator.

Increase expectation for the use of
Te Reo Maori at staff professional
development.

A literacy lead was appointed to
work alongside the Principal to
increase competence and
achievement in reading

The literacy lead attended a
range of professional
development including looking
at Vivianne Robinson’s theory
of action. External PD was with
evaluative associations with a
focus on leading learning.

The literacy lead carried out
schoolwide observations to get
a picture of what was
happening in the teaching of
reading - this lead to the

Guided reading was prioritised
across the school and all teachers
were taking group guided reading
sessions in their classes. There
was a minimum requirement for 4
hours of reading to occur each
week.

All staff followed the reading
overview which specified which
reading strategies were to be
taught and when.

Year 7 Reading Comp PAT
Beginning - 51.7
Expected (53.2)
End - 59
Expected (60.4)
Progress - 7.3

Teachers only sent planning
before observations and the
literacy leader did not micro
manage the number of hours
teachers were expected to do.
She trusted in their
professionalism.

2022 was the first year of reading
PD. For practice to be embedded,
professional development should
continue for 3 - 5 years.

The level in which teaching was
targeted could have been more
suited for year 7s. Teachers are
more competent engaging children
in level 3 texts, rather than

Extend the amount of time that
teachers are teaching guided
reading. Teachers will need to
identify this on their timetable and
regular walk throughs to check will
occur.

Provide more specific guidance
around teaching of reading and
appropriate follow up activities
through weekly scheduled reading
sessions.

Increase scaffolding for the
instructional teaching of reading.

Pou leaders to consider
timetabling of reading to allow for
observation of practice.
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development of an action plan

Growth cycle conversations
were had with each teacher
where they came up with an
individual goal.

The literacy took professional
development for the staff - this
included
3 full staff meetings
creating a reading overview for
consistency of reading across
the school
Staff were encouraged to go
and watch best practice and
she was available to
demonstrate effective teaching
of reading

Further observations were
completed in term 2 to ensure
the professional development
was making a positive
difference to teacher’s practice.

Teachers who needed more
targeted support were

Expected progress - (7.2)

Year 8
Beginning - 59.6
Expected - (60.4)
End 63.4
Expected (67)
Progress 3.8
Expected progress (6.6)

extending children in level 4 texts
(year 8 texts)

We had a range of teacher abilities
with 4 relatively new staff, 3 of
whom were beginning teachers.
Whilst there was increased
observations of teachers who
needed more support, there was
not an opportunity for them to
regularly reflect on practice
alongside an expert practitioner.
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identified. These teachers were
required to carry out further
observations.

Planning for next year:

Continue with MST2 in 2023 including allocating time and funding for this.
Teachers will have a growth cycle goal around furthering their competence in Te Reo Māori and Reading. Provide release for teachers to attend
courses if necessary
Continue with programme for the literacy lead teacher - literacy lead to visit other intermediates to see how literacy operates in their school
Continue with a Māori achievement co-ordinator
Increase monitoring of timetabling to ensure time allocated for literacy meets schoolwide expectations.
Ensure consistency of Te Reo Māori teaching through teacher PD and Te Reo Māori curriculum delivery guide
Provide resources for teachers to teach rākau based Te Reo Māori programme
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Statement of Compliance with Employment Policy 
 
For the year ended 31 December 2022 the Feilding Intermediate School Board: 

• Has developed and implemented personnel policies, within policy and procedural 
frameworks to ensure the fair and proper treatment of employees in all aspects of their 
employment. 
 

• Has reviewed its compliance against both its personnel policy and procedures and can report 
that it meets all requirements and identified best practice. 

 
• Is a good employer and complies with the conditions contained in the employment contracts 

of all staff employed by the Board. 
 

• Ensures all employees and applicants for employment are treated according to their skills, 
qualifications and abilities, without bias or discrimination. 

 
• Meets all Equal Employment Opportunities requirements. 

 


